Terms and Conditions for car rentals
» General conditions for car rentals.
The Client is requested to read and confirm the acceptance of the agreement and to sign the Vehicle Lease
Agreement. It should observe all the conditions stipulated hereunder. The owner reserves the right to refuse to rent
the vehicle.
» Client’s age:
The client should be at least 21 and it should have a valid driving license for at least 2 years.
» Payment:
The rates for car rentals are determined in RON and include the VAT and the insurances for third parties. The
payment shall be made in cash, in USD $, EUR or LEI, at the National Bank of Romania currency exchange rate from
the day the payment is performed. Upon delivery of a rented car, a 100-200 Euro guarantee is requested, depending
on the class of the rented car. The guarantee shall not be returned to the client in case any damage occurs inside or
outside the rented vehicle (100-200 EUR), parts of the rented vehicle are stolen or the documents of the vehicle (100
EUR) or the keys (150 EUR) are lost. This amount shall be returned to the client when the rented vehicle is recovered
in a good working order and with a proper car body, with every document, accessory provided with the rented car,
according to the delivery-receipt protocol signed upon car delivery. If the client returns the care before the
agreement expires, the amount paid for the entire rental period shall NOT be returned.
» The rental rate does not cover:
Expenses incurred for the fuel, the fines received by the client for having broken the traffic rules. Replacement of the
flawy vehicle of the fault occurred is caused by an improper use of the vehicle or if, in case of an accident in which
the vehicle no longer provides conditions for safe use, the fault, as per the report drawn up by the police, belongs to
the Client.
» Car delivery and recovery:
The rented vehicle shall be delivered and returned at the place, date and time established by the Client and
mentioned in the Vehicle Lease Agreement, without any additional costs or rates within the limits of Craiova/Pitesti
City. The rented vehicle shall be delivered to the Client in good general conditions, without any hidden or visible
flaws and any information on the presentation conditions regarding the vehicle shall be provided in the agreement.
The Client shall return the rented vehicle together with the documents, accessories and equipment at the place,
date and time mentioned in the Vehicle Lease Agreement.
» OPTIONAL SERVICE RATES
Out-of-hours taking-over ...................................................................................................... 10 Euro
Out-of-hours delivery............................................................................................................ 10 Euro
GPS rental............................................................................................................................. 5 Euro / day
Baby car seat ........................................................................................................................ 5 Euro / day
Taking over from the airport in Craiova................................................................................... 10 Euro
Delivery at the airport in Craiova............................................................................................. 10 Euro
Taking over from the airport in Bucharest................................................................................ 100 Euro
Delivery at the airport in Bucharest......................................................................................... 100 Euro
» PENALTIES
For a 4-hours delay at most .................................................................................................. RATE 5 Euro / hour
Delay of more than 4 hours .................................................................................................. 1 rental day

